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MILLENNIUM 
Exclusive Luxe Edition 

With the luxury-class e-board, you play on the real chess board with chess apps or online on 
Lichess. Accessories and cables simply disappear in the noble wooden pedestal. 

With the Exclusive Luxe Edition, you get the most luxurious e-board of all time and a real visual 
highlight at home: The Exclusive Board with fully automatic piece recognition and LED move display 
stands on a noble wooden pedestal, the new Luxe Cabinet. This contains a drawer lined with velvet, 
in which you can perfectly store the included accessories ChessLink and ChessVolt including all cables 
as well as the pieces. 

The Exclusive Board features the worldwide unique piece recognition system, which provides for the 
most comfortable playing experience. The usual " pressing " on the board is no longer necessary - 
move or drag the pieces as naturally as on a classic chess board.  

With the help of the ChessLink module and the free ChessLink app, you can play online on the 
internationally popular Lichess server. But not on the screen, on your board directly - against millions 
of people around the world. Here, too, your opponent's moves are displayed with the LEDs on the 
board. Experience authentic gameplay and concentration in online chess like never before. With 
software such as HIARCS and the "Chess for Android" app, you have more fascinating applications at 
your disposal. 

The ChessVolt provides the necessary power for many hours of pure chess pleasure.  

Thanks to its modular design, the system can be changed at any time without having to replace the 
core - board and pieces. For example, the system can be expanded at any time with a chess 
computer module, e.g. The King Element. Board and pedestal are not fixed to each other. This means 
that the board can be removed from the pedestal at any time and taken along on vacation, for 
example. 
 

Technical details 

Chess specific features 
Suitable for All chess lovers, from children to international masters 
Playing Strengh Depending on the apps / programs used 
Game pieces included Yes, handmade real wood premium chess pieces with integrated 

RFID chip, piece felt and weights. 
Additional pieces 2 queens additionally included 
Magnetic pieces No 
Pieces compartment Drawer piece storage 
Size of Chessboard 32 x 32 cm 
Size per Square 4 x 4 cm 
Kings height 7,2 cm 

 

Hardware 
Connection Standard mini din cable, 4 pin 
Chessboard-Technologie ultra-fast RFID piece recognition 

 



Compatible Software 
PC Hiarcs Chess Explorer 
Mac Hiarcs Chess Explorer 
Android ChessLink App, Chess for Android 
iOS Hiarcs for iPhone / iPad, ChessLink App in preparation 

 

Play online 
Necessary accessories ./. 
Necesarry app ChessLink App (available for free in Google Play Store).  

iOS in preparation! 
Compatible devices Android devices from Android 6.0 with Bluetooth BLE 
Supported servers Lichess.org 

 

Power Supply 
Batteries necesarry Yes, M825 ChessVolt (included) 
Power supply connection Yes, 100 - 240V 50/60 Hz Input - 9V 1A Output 
Power supply included Yes, with interchangeable attachments for EU / UK / US / AUS 

 

Measurements and Weight 
Measurement of Chess Board 40 x 40 x 2 cm 
Measurement of Chess Board 
with pedestal 

40 x 40 x 7,5 cm 

Lenght of Cable 70 cm 
 

Model number and age recommendation 
Model number M843 
Age Recommendation from 6 years 

 
Delivery Scope 
Chessboard RFID Chessboard, 40x40 cm, same as in M820 
Chess Pieces RFID Chess Man Set, same as in M820 
ChessLink M822 included 
ChessVolt M825 included 
Luxe Cabinet M842 incl. charging electronics for ChessVolt and illuminated 

on/off switch as well as fixing pads for chessboard included. 
Power Adaptor 9V, same as M820 included 
Data Cable 9V Mini-Din 4-polig, same as M820 included 

 
Expansion Options 
Chess Computer  M823 King Element Module 

M820 ChessGenius Module 
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